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Disclaimer
This presentation has been prepared by Golden Agri-Resources Ltd (“GAR” or “Company”) for informational purposes.

This presentation contains statements, representation which may or may not be derived from third party reports, quotes from 
sources other than from within the Company, projections and forward looking statements that reflect the Company’s current 
views with respect to future events and performances.

All statements and views contained in this presentation are based on current circumstances, practices and assumptions which 
may change over time, third party reports commissioned by GAR specifically for the purposes of this presentation, third party 
reports that are readily available and published in the public domain and specific third party reports that have been addressed to 
the Company and which contents are or is assumed to be in the public domain.

This presentation also contains statements of commitment by the Company to endeavour to perform certain acts pursuant to 
this presentation. Whereas all such statements are made in good faith and based on the prevailing circumstances that entitle 
the Company to believe it will perform such commitments, no assurance is or can be given that future events may occur that 
render the Company unable to perform partially or fully such commitments or vary the performance of such commitments. 
Nothing in this report may be used in any cause of action for any misrepresentation by the Company.

Opinions expressed herein reflect the judgement of the Company, or the belief by the Company on the reports produced by 
third parties quoted in this presentation as at the date of this presentation and may be subject to change without notice if the 
Company becomes aware of any information, whether specific to the Company, its business, or in general, which may have a 
material impact on any such opinions.

The information is current only as of its date and shall not, under any circumstances, create any implication that the information 
contained therein is correct as of any time subsequent to the date thereof. In the event any third party quoted in this 
presentation subsequently amends, varies or otherwise changes its own reports, such reports forming the basis of this 
presentation, and such third party did not inform the Company of such change of view, GAR shall not be held liable for any 
information in this presentation that has not been corrected or amended as a result of such changes initiated by such third party.

This presentation may be updated from time to time and notwithstanding anything stated hereabove, there is no undertaking by 
GAR to post any such amendments, addendum or supplements to this presentation.

The Company will not be responsible for any consequences resulting from the use of this presentation as well as the reliance 
upon any opinion or statement contained herein or for any omission.

© Golden Agri-Resources Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Strategic importance of palm oil to 
Indonesia

Critical role of palm 
oil industry in 
Indonesia’s 

development
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Concerns over 
the impact of the 

industry

Focus on working with multi-stakeholders to find solutions 
to sustainable palm oil production.



GAR Forest Conservation Policy
• GAR’s FCP in collaboration with The Forest Trust (TFT) to ensure 
that GAR has a no deforestation footprint. Various stakeholders 
including Greenpeace have provided inputs.

• FCP focuses on

• Applicable to all the plantations that GAR owns, manages or invests 
in regardless of the stake.

• Ultimately, the conserved High Carbon Stock (HCS) area can revert 
to its natural ecological function as a forest.
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No development 
on peat and 

high conservation 
value forest areas

No development 
on high carbon 
stock forests 

Free prior 
informed 
consent 

Comply all relevant 
laws and National 
Interpretation of 

RSPO P &C



Putting policy into action
• GAR carried out fieldwork in collaboration with TFT and other 
stakeholders.

• A provisional definition of exceeding 35 tC/ha is used as HCS forest 
definition. This definition may change.

• GAR will share the results of the fieldwork when finalised.

• GAR commits to leading the investigation and to promoting the 
adoption of this new HCS concept across the palm oil industry. 
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PT KPC 
satellite image

After 
unsupervised 
classification 
process

FCP fieldwork: stratification



FCP fieldwork: multi-stakeholder 
participation
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The palm oil plantation 
developed through this 
approach would have been 
assessed for a full range of 
values, including
• Government rules and 
regulations
• HCV and peat
• HCS areas

Peat

Community 
use areas

High 
conservation 

value
forests

High 
carbon 
stock 

forests

River 
riparian



Update on FCP fieldwork
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In total, 418 plots were measured in four concessions in Central 
and West Kalimantan. 

Jul - Oct

Plots measuredConcessionPeriod

Feb - Jun
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105

PT PGM

PT BAT

254

48

PT KPC

PT PIP



Holistic approach: complementary policies
• Implemented the Social & Community Engagement Policy (SCEP).

• Yield Improvement Policy in progress.
• Guide and shape GAR's decisions in engaging communities.

• Engaged multi-stakeholder approach to develop policies.

• The SCEP process includes consultations with the Government of 
Indonesia and local stakeholders like Yayasan Dian Desa which were 
facilitated by Indonesian NGO, LINKS.
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Challenges

Local communities
• Development of plasma
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Patch size 
• Minimum size
• Connectivity

Government and industry 
• Economic development 

• Job creation
• Poverty alleviation

• Tax revenues

Ecology
• Low biodiversity

• Capability to regenerate



Solutions through multi-stakeholder 
collaboration

Ecology
• Multi-stakeholder collaboration 
to find solutions to manage and 

conserve HCS areas
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Patch size
• Commission studies of patch 

size and connectivity

Government and industry
• Support to establish and 

implement land swap process
• Support of key industry 

players

Local communities 
• Multi-stakeholder collaboration 

to find solutions to convince 
local communities on value of 

conservation 



Thank you
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